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Vertical Movement Options for Hotels and Resorts 
         
The modern hotel/resort market demands distinctive amenities. Climbing is innovative and 
appealing, however traditional climbing walls have safety and staffing concerns that made 
them unsuitable for residential environments. Over the past decade new climbing options 
have emerged that are safe, reasonably priced, install easily with no special staffing.  
 
1. LedgeWall™ Panel System        
LedgeWall Panels are attractive 4’ x 8’ panels that can be used to locally build professional 
structures. Their texture is carved into the 100% wood, giving a solid feel and easy maintenance. 
There are options for mounting on existing or custom-built framing, for mounting on CMU/concrete. 
 
Typical areas might include a small fitness room, day care or a recreation area. 
Installation can be in areas with 8’ ceilings. They are easily installed by on-site carpenters.  
 
2. Boulderboard® Pro Power Stations        
The Boulderboard Pro is a compact freestanding climbing wall that takes up minimal space, requires 
no special installation, and can suit a variety of ages. The climbing surface is 4' or 6’ wide and 10' tall 
and the angle can be adjusted from a 5-degree to a 50-degree overhang. 
 
Typical area is small fitness rooms or as part of an outdoor program. Purchase alone or in 
groups: they are easily portable and often used for at shows for marketing presence. 
 
3. Laddermill® Ascender         
The Laddermill is a free-standing rotating ladder that takes up minimal space, installs quickly, and is 
our newest, cutting-edge piece. Offering an intuitive, full-body workout, it offers a wonderful escape 
and change of pace. Operation is motor-less, 12v for sensors only. 
 
Typical areas might include a fitness center functional training area. Requires 10’ 2" ceilings. 
Installation takes l hour, straightforward for on-site staff. 
 
4. Treadwall® rotating walls       
The Treadwall is a rotating climbing wall for all ages. The various models are excellent open-use 
training structures requiring the same supervision as standard fitness equipment. Operation is motor-
less with 9v power used for sensors only. A Treadwall symbolizes world-class fitness training and 
recreation. Numerous options such as casters, security covers and exterior upgrades modify a 
Treadwall for any location. 
  
Typical areas might include a fitness center or kid’s areas. Requires 8.5’ to 11’ ceilings. 
Installation takes a day, either with on-site crews or with factory arranged installers. 
A short staff training session can be done through video or during installation. 
 
 
 
 

All pricing is FOB Randolph, MA USA. Prices may change please consult our current Commercial Price List. 


